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Abstract— Anonymizing networks such as Crag agree to users to admission Internet maintenance
deceitfully by exercise a check of routers to dazzle the client’s IP whereabouts detach newcomer
disabuse of the dish . The completion of such networks, in non-U event, has been absolute by users
employing this oblivion for deprecatory upshot such as defacing famous Shoestring sites. Webbing
place administrators typically prepare on IP-direct darken for destroy admittance to hurtful users, but
darkening IP addresses is grizzle demand wise if the abuser routes flick scan an anonymizing
squeaky. As a caution, administrators neighborhood wide manner withdrawal nodes of anonymizing
networks, anti-repulsive admittance to poor and behaving users alike. To apply oneself to this point,
we verifiable Nymble, a laws in which servers footing “dark-skinned” cranky users, thereby blot out
users level compromising their nothingness. Our code is give crooked to option servers’ definitions
of misbehavior—server’s substructure knavish users for whatever betoken, and the retirement of
blacklisted users is maintained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ANONYMIZING networks such as Tor route traffic through independent nodes in separate
administrative domains to hide a client’s IP address. Unfortunately, some users have misused such
networks—under the cover of anonymity, users have repeatedly defaced popular Web sites such as
Wikipedia. Since Web site administrators cannot blacklist individual malicious users’ IP addresses,
they blacklist the entire anonymizing network. Such measures eliminate malicious activity through
anonymizing networks at the cost of denying anonymous access to behaving users. In other words, a
few “bad apples” can spoil the fun for all. (This has happened repeatedly with Tor.)
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
There are several solutions to this problem, each providing some degree of accountability. In
pseudonymous credential systems, users log into Web sites using pseudonyms, which can be added
to a blacklist if a user misbehaves. Unfortunately, this approach results in pseudonymity for all users,
and weakens the anonymity provided by the anonymizing network. Anonymous credential systems
employ group signatures. Basic group signatures allow servers to revoke a misbehaving user’s
anonymity by complaining to a group manager. Servers must query the group manager for every
authentication, and thus, lacks scalability. Traceable signatures allow the group manager to release a
trapdoor that allows all signatures generated by a particular user to be traced; such an approach does
not provide the backward unlinkability that we desire, where a user’s accesses before the complaint
remain anonymous. Backward unlinkability allows for what we call subjective blacklisting, where
servers can blacklist users for whatever reason since the privacy of the blacklisted user is not at risk.
In contrast, approaches without backward unlinkability need to pay careful attention to when and
why a user must have all their connections linked, and users must worry about whether their
behaviors will be judged fairly. Subjective blacklisting is also better suited to servers such as
Wikipedia, where misbehaviors such as questionable edits to a Webpage, are hard to define in
mathematical terms. In some systems, misbehavior can indeed be defined precisely. For instance,
double spending of an “e-coin” is considered misbehavior in anonymous e-cash systems following
which the offending user is deanonymized. Unfortunately, such systems work for only narrow
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definitions of misbehavior—it is difficult to map more complex notions of misbehavior onto “double
spending” or related approaches. With dynamic accumulators a revocation operation results in a new
accumulator and public parameters for the group, and all other existing users’ credentials must be
updated, making it impractical. Verifier-local revocation (VLR) fixes this shortcoming by requiring
the server (“verifier”) to perform only local updates during revocation. Unfortunately, VLR requires
heavy computation at the server that is linear in the size of the blacklist. For example, for a blacklist
with 1,000 entries, each authentication would take tens of seconds, a prohibitive cost in practice. In
contrast, our scheme takes the server about one millisecond per authentication, which is several
thousand times faster than VLR. We believe these low overheads will incentivize servers to adopt
such a solution when weighed against the potential benefits of anonymous publishing (e.g., whistleblowing, reporting, anonymous tip lines, activism, and so on.).
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We present a secure system called Nymble, which provides all the following properties:
anonymous authentication, backward unlinkability, subjective blacklisting, fast authentication
speeds, rate-limited anonymous connections, revocation auditability (where users can verify whether
they have been blacklisted), and also addresses the Sybil attack to make its deployment practical. In
Nymble, users acquire an ordered collection of nymbles, a special type of pseudonym, to connect to
Websites. Without additional information, these nymbles are computationally hard to link and hence,
using the stream of nymbles simulates anonymous access to services. Web sites, however, can
blacklist users by obtaining a seed for a particular nymble, allowing them to link future nymbles
from the same user—those used before the complaint remains unlinkable. Servers can therefore
blacklist anonymous users without knowledge of their IP addresses while allowing behaving users to
connect anonymously. Our system ensures that users are aware of their blacklist status before they
present a nymble, and disconnect immediately if they are blacklisted. Although our work applies to
anonymizing networks in general, we consider Tor for purposes of exposition. In fact, any number of
anonymizing networks can rely on the same Nymble system, blacklisting anonymous users
regardless of their anonymizing network(s) of choice.
IV. AN OVERVIEW TO NYMBLE
We now present a high-level overview of the Nymble system.
4.1 Resource-Based Blocking
To limit the number of identities a user can obtain (called the Sybil attack), the Nymble
system binds nymbles to resources that are sufficiently difficult to obtain in great numbers. For
example, we have used IP addresses as the resource in our implementation, but our scheme
generalizes to other resources such as email addresses, identity certificates, and trusted hardware. We
address the practical issues related with resource-based blocking , and suggest other alternatives for
resources. We do not claim to solve the Sybil attack. This problem is faced by any credential system,
and we suggest some promising approaches based on resource-based blocking since we aim to create
a real-world deployment.
4.2 The Pseudonym Manager
The user must first contact the Pseudonym Manager (PM) and demonstrate control over a
resource; for IP-address blocking, the user must connect to the PM directly (i.e., not through a known
anonymizing network), as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The Nymble system architecture showing the various modes of interaction. Note that
users interact with the NM and servers though the anonymizing network.
We assume the PM has knowledge about Tor routers, for example, and can ensure that users
are communicating with it directly. Pseudonyms are deterministically chosen based on the controlled
resource, ensuring that the same pseudonym is always issued for the same resource. Note that the
user does not disclose what server he or she intends to connect to, and the PM’s duties are limited to
mapping IP addresses (or other resources) to pseudonyms. The user contacts the PM only once per
linkability window (e.g., once a day).
4.3 The Nymble Manager
After obtaining a pseudonym from the PM, the user connects to the Nymble Manager (NM)
through the anonymizing network, and requests nymbles for access to a particular server (such as
Wikipedia). A user’s requests to the NM are therefore pseudonymous, and nymbles are generated
using the user’s pseudonym and the server’s identity. These nymbles are thus specific to a particular
user-server pair. Nevertheless, as long as the PM and the NM do not collude, the Nymble system
cannot identify which user is connecting to what server; the NM knows only the pseudonym-server
pair, and the PM knows only the user identity-pseudonym pair. To provide the requisite
cryptographic protection and security properties, the NM encapsulates nymbles within nymble
tickets. Servers wrap seeds into linking tokens, and therefore, we will speak of linking tokens being
used to link future nymble tickets. The importance of these constructs will become apparent as we
proceed.
4.4 Time
Nymble tickets are bound to specific time periods. As illustrated in Fig. 2, time is divided
into linkability windows of duration W, each of which is split into L time periods of duration T (i.e.,
W ¼L _ T ). We will refer to time periods and linkability windows chronologically as t1; t2; . . . ; tL
and w1; w2; . . . , respectively. While a user’s access within a time period is tied to a single nymble
ticket, the use of different nymble tickets across time periods grants the user anonymity between time
periods. Smaller time periods provide users with higher rates of anonymous authentication, while
longer time periods allow servers to rate-limit the number of misbehaviors from a particular user
before he or she is blocked.
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Fig. 2. The life cycle of a misbehaving user. If the server complains in time period tc about a
user’s connection in t*, the user becomes linkable starting in tc. The complaint in tc can include
nymble tickets from only tc_1 and earlier.
For example, T could be set to five minutes, and W to one day (and thus, L <= 288). The
linkability window allows for dynamism since resources such as IP addresses can get reassigned and
it is undesirable to blacklist such resources indefinitely, and it ensures forgiveness of misbehavior
after a certain period of time. We assume all entities are time synchronized (for example, with
time.nist.gov via the Network Time Protocol (NTP)), and can thus calculate the current linkability
window and time period.
4.5 Blacklisting a User
If a user misbehaves, the server may link any future connection from this user within the
current linkability window (e.g., the same day). Consider Fig. 2 as an example: A user connects and
misbehaves at a server during time period t_ within linkability window w_. The server later detects
this misbehavior and complains to the NM in time period tc (t_ < tc _ tL) of the same linkability
window w_. As part of the complaint, the server presents the nymble ticket of the misbehaving user
and obtains the corresponding seed from the NM. The server is then able to link future connections
by the user in time periods tc; tc þ 1; . . . ; tL of the same linkability window w_ to the complaint.
Therefore, once the server has complained about a user, that user is blacklisted for the rest of the day,
for example (the linkability window). Note that the user’s connections int1; t2; . . . ; t_; t_ þ 1; . . . ;
tc remain unlinkable (i.e., including those since the misbehavior and until the time of complaint).
Even though misbehaving users can be blocked from making connections in the future, the users’
past connections remain unlinkable, thus providing backward unlinkability and subjective
blacklisting.
4.6 Notifying the User of Blacklist Status
Users who make use of anonymizing networks expect their connections to be anonymous. If
a server obtains a seed for that user, however, it can link that user’s subsequent connections. It is of
utmost importance then that users be notified of their blacklist status before they present a nymble
ticket to a server. In our system, the user can download the server’s blacklist and verify her status. If
blacklisted, the user disconnects immediately. Since the blacklist is cryptographically signed by the
NM the authenticity of the blacklist is easily verified if the blacklist was updated in the current time
period (only one update to the blacklist per time period is allowed). If the blacklist has not been
updated in the current time period, the NM provides servers with “daisies” every time period so that
users can verify the freshness of the blacklist (“blacklist from time period told is fresh as of time
period t now”). The daisies are elements of a hash chain, and provide a lightweight alternative to
digital signatures. Using digital signatures and daisies, we thus ensure that race conditions are not
possible in verifying the freshness of a blacklist. Abuser is guaranteed that he or she will not be
linked if the user verifies the integrity and freshness of the blacklist before sending his or her nymble
ticket.
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4.7 Summary of Updates to the Nymble Protocol
Previously, it was proved only the privacy properties associated with nymbles as part of a
two-tiered hash chain. Here, we prove security at the protocol level. This process gave us insights
into possible (subtle) attacks against privacy, leading us to redesign our protocols and refine our
definitions of privacy. For example, users are now either legitimate or illegitimate, and are
anonymous within these sets. This redefinition affect show a user establishes a “Nymble
connection”, and now prevents the server from distinguishing between users who have already
connected in the same time period and those who are blacklisted, resulting in larger anonymity sets.
A thorough protocol redesign has also resulted in several optimizations. We have eliminated blacklist
version numbers and users do not need to repeatedly obtain the current version number from the NM.
Instead servers obtain proofs of freshness every time period, and users directly verify the freshness of
blacklists upon download. Based on a hash chain approach, the NM issues lightweight daisies to
servers as proof of a blacklist’s freshness, thus making blacklist updates highly efficient. Also,
instead of embedding seeds, on which users must perform computation to verify their blacklist status,
the NM now embeds a unique identifier nymble_, which the user can directly recognize. Finally, we
have compacted several data structures, especially the servers’ blacklists, which are downloaded by
users in each connection
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